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Hartz Pest Control Offers Professional Pest Control
Services in Houston and pride themselves in being the pest exterminator company that you can trust.
Hartz Pest Control has been in business since 1989, building a professional repertoire with customers and
achieving a high level of customer satisfaction, which led them to earn the name of Verified Trusted Local
Business, and Hartz is an Angie’s List 2014 Super Service Award winner.
The team at Hartz consists of ‘extensively trained professional extermination experts’ who offer you the
most suitable Hartz Pest Control Service to permanently eliminate the pests. Once you get in touch with
Hartz, an exterminator will inspect your house or business to document previous pest issues or termite
damage, develop a pest elimination treatment plan and give you a price estimate.
Pest Control Services
The most popular service at Hartz is their pest extermination service. The team of exterminators can
administer pest extermination for a wide range of pests, including; ants, bed bugs, cockroaches, mice,
termites, ticks, and rats. Find more information about each pest and the Hartz extermination process at
hartzpestcontrol.com.
Hartz Pest Control has come to the rescue for countless homeowners and business owners across
Houston, Texas, by eliminating the insects and pests. The team’s first step in removing these pests involves
treatment strategies that create a defensive perimeter.
Most importantly, the experts have advanced systems for product placement in cracks and crevices
without experiencing any exposure to the chemicals. What’s even more reassuring and why Hartz is the
pest company to contact, is that they regularly rotate products to guarantee that pests never build up
immunity to a single treatment. The job does not take long, and the exterminators use a variety of baits,
sprays, and dusts.
Signs your home is infested
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According to Hartz, if you notice a pest such as an ant, but more than one ant at any given time,
‘rummaging around your home,’ this is a clear sign that you need to call a professional pest control
company like Hartz straight away. An exterminator can first identify the type of ant you are dealing with to
determine if they are fire ants or Crazy Ants. These can damage your home, even the wiring. But not to
worry, the exterminators at Hartz will help you treat that area to cut the ants off, while also placing baits
and traps specific to that type of ant.
If you suspect your home or business is swarming with one of these pests, or you’re not entirely sure what
signs to look out for, go online and find information about their pest control service for both residential
and commercial extermination with signs to look for and preventative measures to take.
More information
Hartz recommends contacting the team in Houston, who will administer regular check-ups in your home
or business, such as routine maintenance and regular inspections, to prevent future infestations and pest
problems. The expert exterminators will ensure your property remains pest-free.
Contact Hartz Pest Control today if you have a current infestation of pests. If you need a team of pest
exterminators right away, call the team at (713) 461-4866, and an expert exterminator will arrive without
delay and rid your home or business of those awful pests. For more information about Hartz’s these
services and preventative pest services or animal, relocation visits their website at hartzpestcontrol.com.
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